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CENTRAL FUNCTIONS IN GROUP ALGEBRAS

RICHARD D. MOSAK

Abstract. In this paper we show that for a locally compact

group G, the group algebra -Li(G) has nontrivial center if and only

if G possesses a compact neighborhood of 1, invariant under inner

automorphisms. Moreover, G has a basis of such neighborhoods at

1 if and only if Z-i(G) has an approximate identity consisting of

functions in the center of L\. This constitutes part of a program

of finding conditions on the group algebra which characterize

groups satisfying various compactness conditions (see e.g., [3]).

Godement remarks in [l, p. 28n and Théorème 6] that for a locally

compact unimodular group G, the existence of a nontrivial function in

L<l(G) invariant under inner automorphisms implies the existence of a

compact neighborhood of 1 in G, invariant under inner automor-

phisms. We show in this note that Godement's method can be ex-

tended to deal with similar conditions on Li(G); we make use of an

earlier observation to consider more generally the case of nonuni-

modular groups as well. Our result is a characterization by conditions

on the group algebra of the classes [IN ] and [SIN ] of locally compact

groups (as in [2], we say that G is an [IN] group if G contains a com-

pact invariant neighborhood of the identity, and an [SIN] group if it

contains a fundamental family of compact invariant neighborhoods of

the identity).

This note thus constitutes part of a program of finding conditions

on the function-space level to characterize classes of locally compact

groups satisfying certain compactness conditions. For this program

results on the L\ level appear to be more natural than those for i2

functions or continuous functions with compact support. In this

respect our note strengthens the existing result of Godement men-

tioned above, and that of [2, Proposition (2.6)] concerning a related

condition for continuous functions. (For another result in the general

program, see [3, Theorem (3.1) ], which gives necessary and sufficient

conditions on Li(G) for G to be an [MAP] group.) We might remark

that the direct part of (b), in our proposition, is used repeatedly in the

study of harmonic analysis on [Z] groups and [FIA]- groups; see

[3, (6.18)] and [S].
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Throughout the paper we shall let dy denote left Haar measure on

G, and let A denote the modular function. We use "invariant" to mean

"invariant under inner automorphisms," and "central L\ function"

to mean "function contained in the center of the algebra Li(G).n In

particular, we shall say that an Li function is invariant iff for each t in

Cf^xt"1) =f(x) for almost all x, where the null set may depend on t.

Proposition. Let G be a locally compact group.

(a) G is an [IN ] group iff Li(G) has a nontrivial center.

(b) G is an [SIN] group iff Li(G) has an approximate identity con-

sisting of central functions.

Proof of (a). We use the fact (see Proposition 1.2 of [5]) that an

Li function/is central iff/satisfies the following condition: for each t

in G, f(txtrl) =f(x)A(t) a.e. x, where the null set may depend on /.

Thus, as is well known, for a unimodular group the central elements

in Li(G) consist of the invariant Li functions. If G has a compact in-

variant neighborhood F of 1, then G is unimodular; hence the charac-

teristic function of V is central. Suppose conversely that/ is a non-

trivial central Zi function. If h= |/|1/2, then A is a positive L2 func-

tion, and h(txt~l) =All2(t)h(x) a.e. x. Let

g(s) = h*h"(s) =   I   h(sy)h(y)dy       (where k"(y) = k(y~1));
J G

then g is a continuous function vanishing at infinity [4, 20.16].

Also, g is invariant under inner automorphisms: for if s and / are

fixed,then

g(tst~l) =  I h(tst~1y)h(y)dy = Af/)-1 f Ktsytr^h^ytr^dy.

But except on a null set in y depending only on s and /, we have

h(tsytrl) =&l'2(t)h(sy) and h(tyt~l) =&"2(t)h(y), so

g(tstrl) = A-KOA^COA1'2^) f h(sy)h(y)dy = g(s).

i>0. Therefore, for any e such that g(l)

g(x)\ §?e} is a compact invariant neighbor-

Finally, g(l)=|Nl2 =
>e>0, the set {x£C7:

hood of 1.

Proof of (b). It is clear that if G has a fundamental system of com-

pact invariant neighborhoods of 1, then the (suitably normalized)

characteristic functions of these neighborhoods form a central ap-

proximate identity  for Li(G).  Conversely,   suppose   Li(G)  has  a
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central approximate identity {fa}aeA, and let xEG, x?¿l. Note that

(as in (a)) G is unimodular; hence the central functions are invariant.

We observe first that the operator on Li(G) of left translation by x

(which we denote by Lx) cannot reduce to the identity on \fa} • For if

Lx(ja) =/o for all a, then for any k in L\(G) we have Lx(fa)*k=fa*k;

hence (since left translations commute with right translations and

therefore right convolutions) Lx(fa*k) =fa*k. Since by hypothesis

{fa*k:kELi(G), ctEA} is dense in Li(G), this would imply that

Lx(f)=f for all fEL\(G), which contradicts x^l (take/ to be the
characteristic function of a compact neighborhood U of 1, with

xE U). Thus there is a nonzero central function faELi(G) such that

Lx(fa) ?*fa- Now, fa = (/i —ft) +«'(/« —ft), where the Lx functions fu f2,
/a, f\ are real-valued and positive. Moreover, /< is central for each

* = 1, 2, 3, 4; for it is clear that the invariance of/a implies the in-

variance of its real and imaginary parts, and then of its positive and

negative parts. Thus finally there is a nonzero positive central func-

tion/Gi-i such that Lxf^f.
As in the proof of (a), set Ä=/1/2, and g(s) = h*h"(s) = (h, Leh)

where we again denote by L, left translation in L2(G). Then evidently

LJir^h, and following Godement, we observe that |g(x)| 9¿g(l). For

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have |g(x)|=|(A, Lxk)\

= IW|! = g(l)>0; if in addition \g(x)\ =g(l), then by the limiting case
of that inequality we must have Lxh = ch for some scalar c > 0 (since h

and Lxh are positive). But then j g(x)\ = \ (h, ch)\ =c(h, h) =cg(l), so

that c = 1, which contradicts the fact that LJi^h. Now let

F- {5GG:|f(í)|  ^ (U(*)| +g(D)/2}.

Since as above g is continuous, invariant, and vanishes at infinity, V

is a compact invariant neighborhood of 1 not containing x. Hence the

family of all compact invariant neighborhoods of 1 has trivial inter-

section, and since this family is closed under finite intersections, a

compactness argument (see [l, Théorème 6]) completes the proof.

Since any closed subgroup of an [IN] group is again an [IN]

group, we have the following

Corollary. Let G be a locally compact group, and H a closed sub-

group. If Li(G) has a nontrivial center, then Li(H) has a nontrivial

center.

Note that here L\(H) is the set of (equivalence classes of) integrable

functions on H with respect to left Haar measure on H. In general, if

H is not open, merely restricting a central function/ in Li(G) to H
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will not give an Li function on 77, while restricting the measure/- dx to

H will give the zero measure.
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